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Abstract:

In Majeed Amjad's poetry, we find different subjects. He

kept himself away from literary circles and groups of big

cities. He loved his loneliness and created a beautiful

poetry after a long endeavour. There is a special strength

and balance in his poetry which is due to his deep

observation and experience. Majeed Amjad is a modern

poet but he maintained the standard of poetry due to his

deep observation of  study the universe,  vast  of

international poets and deep love for urdu, persian,

arabic and other languages. He was not only the poet of

poem, but he also took interest in ghazal and created

about sixty one match ghazals. Dr. Khawaja M. Zakaria

compiled the complete work of said great poet. In this

research article, the endeavour has been made to discuss

the different aspects of Majeed Amjad's poetry.
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